
I have some follow up questions for the commissioners that I would like to submit as part of the record. 
  
1. Why would you let an applicant eliminate a parking lot to install a pool when they do not have enough 
parking to start with? They are trying to put 10 pounds in a 5 pound can. 
2. Why would you let a commercial business expand into a residential area when the business itself is 
already a burden on the area? 
3. Why would you let a parking lot be built 5 feet from someones bedroom window when they live in a 
residential district. 
4. Why would you accept an incomplete traffic report as stated by your traffic planner. A 1 day test for 
an expansion that goes on for ever is not enough. And the planner even admitted his counters were not 
in the best place. As well as admitting to using old data. 
5.Most of the reasons for your recent denial of the Meetinghouse plan can and should be applied here. 
6. A pool with propane heat? Linda said the use of propane alone would stop her from voting for the sub 
division. Joan does not like pools 
7. Hob Knob is planning to connect to town sewer and take away from the plants capacity. Another issue 
sited in Meetinghouse. 
8. No vacation homes needed according to Fred well no hotel rooms are needed either. We all ready 
have an abundance of vacation rooms on the island. 
9. According to Ben not enough done for the environment at Meetinghouse well nothing is being done 
at Hob Knob. 
10. Many members of the MVC cited character problems with Meetinghouse well a commercial business 
hotel being created in a residential district is out of character as well. 
  
Your commissioners need to now be consistent and vote no on this expansion. 
  
Bob Murphy 
Edgartown 
 


